
Climate the Emergency Surgery_It is still possible by employing drastic way?!

❶Climate Emergency Warning<toward Achieving Strong Motivation>,2022/4/30
⑴To see is to believe Not to believe is not to see
The most difficulty in climate effective implementation is people’s overwhelming apathy
in their actual action.Now overwhelming they still has been living as usual.
People facing visible hot firing war,they can instantly transit to wartime regime without
opposition.Climate is too late when many people would have become visible the risk.
Thereby only those who could see coming hell can declare climate wartime regime.
http://777true.net/The-Cause-of-Covid&the-Ukraine-War-were-Climate-Worsening.pdf
Why massive us has been being defeated by the few top elite?!
⑵Spread Globally an Educational Video of “Coming Climate Hell Reality !”
⒜In authors surveying websites,he could not find satisfactory videos exact and easily
comprehensible for massive people,but not for one with some knowledge.Recent video are
scientists face with oral explanation.It is retro recovering lecture in class room.Thereby he
wish someone try to make video comprehensible enough by using movie,animation,graph
and scheme for explanations,but without face.Note above all,the story is essential which
dose not hide inconvenient facts,but coming inevitable reality without exaggeration.
Those are written and edited by the experts,... at that place. Note climate salvation
technology itself never come from they,but able scientists and engineers of other fields.
＊Educational Video of “Climate Salvation Technologies !”
⒝Geoengineering: A Horrible Idea We Might Have to Do
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dSu5sXmsur4
This method enable no becoming worry on too late in climate fixing,however it never be final
salvation,but needs more rapid fixing in too late time long.Then following is amazing !!!
⒞Allan Savory: How to Green the Desert and Reverse Climate Change
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vpTHi7O66pI

Holistic management method by Dr Savory is a

revolution to turn desert fertile grass land by employing

domestic animals.It is also low cost.Global soldiers

should be deployed to deserts as new battle field,but

not to Ukraine,etc....It is amazing method recovering

large vivid natural environment the granted

http://777true.net/The-Cause-of-Covid&the-Ukraine-War-were-Climate-Worsening.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dSu5sXmsur4
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It may be ultimate nature form in which all human ,animals and plants coexist in one land.
By the massive grass lands recovering,it could turn to pull down CO2 drastically.
This method needs calculation on pulling down CO2 amount/(area x years).
Author strongly ask the scientists who can disclose those.
*Russian and ..,the cold northern region people seem rather despair in climate fixing due to their massive

fuel consuming in severe winter.They could be climate soldiers going southern regions to fight deserts

greenization.For both going and accepting ones,it is far benefit than attacking the fake Ukraine.

In actual wartime,people must refugee from battle filed region,also soldiers must be deployed to other

regions far from native land.In time of emergency,people must be mobilized to other regions for a while.

⑶The Decisive Responsibility of Climate Scientists<UN-IPCC hide deadly FACT❸)>
This is whole view(by author)on climate scientist society as a political power,but not the
few outstanding activists.Climate scientists at that place are too aware the climate
worsening, they seem apathy to variety of climate fixing possibility.Now destiny of all of us
entirely has been being entrusted in their scared and confidence-less mind.

a political power=Only they could declare climate wartime regime,because they are climate
licensed doctor who can diagnose patient and order their emergency hospitalization.
He can not teach them who consider he attack them.
J.A.C Brown,Technique of Persuasion,Penguin Books Ltd,1963,UK(Japanese edition-p81)

⑷Both the top global elites seems to act toward mankind extinction.
http://777true.net/Now-World-Rulers_German&Jew_Elites-in-the-Despair.pdf
Now we have been living under both their outstanding power of ruling.Certainly the Bible
predicted coming our extinction(the Johns Revelation),however,it may be not real the Bible
will.The Bible’s last chapter is extremely singular and shocking than any other chapters,
of which essential teach seems unique and only,that is, all of our repentance.
The Bible do not wish our extinction,But it entirely has been teaching all of our repentance
(=Revolution...authors view)in whole of the Bible.Many West Christians seems to non official
Christian author something crooked in deep for the Bible teach.Because if we all act toward
repentance(Revolution),we could overcome coming extinction event.Yes,this coming
doomsday is long historical and deep rooted tradition of West Christianism.
Dies Irae (Requiém) - Verdi - English translation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Yh3BfMVojY
Mozart Requiem - Dies Irae (Dia de Ira) Español - Latin
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ASChYFVjBXc

NO ONE ERRS WILLINGLY........Socrates
Socrates at last day might have also opted to take his sin sense for having survived the
battle field ?.Or flirtatious author could not understand the deepest mind of Christian western
people who are really too serious for their sin recognition ?.
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❷Global Temperature Simulation in CO2 concentration variation.
None professional climate scientists had disclosed down going temperature simulation by CO2
pulling down,without which we would be extincted !.
http://www.777true.net/Accounting-principle-verify-reconstruction-the-Past-Climate-Records.pdf
http://777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf
http://777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf
→❶⑵ Desert Greenization.

❸Arctic Ice Area Retreat with Ocean Temperature Rise toward Methane Catastrophe.
Due to various information,it may be about 2040 in current trend without drastic fixing.
None official climate scientist such as Novel prize awarded IPCC(UN) had disclosed the fact of
Arctic fatal risk of Ice Area Retreat causing Methane Catastrophe by sea water warming,
That is ,”area retreat rise→solar heat input rise→sea water warming rise→area retreat
rise”.Certainly this vicious process never could spontaneously be stopped.Thereby the
scientist had simply diagnosed no salvation of our death without care on all of our fatal
destiny, ,but some political power group in secret meeting ?.
The most incomprehensible matter is that even rise of Geo Engineering Salvation Possibility❸,
they still has been keeping silent on the most emergent risk for mankind !!..

Just do NOT tell them the monster exists:The Arctic Methane Monster
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html
Even by elementary and coarse model simulation outputs that,fatal Ice Area Retreat now is
rapidly accelerated by positive feedback process toward catastrophe in few decade .
http://www.777true.net/Time-Estimation-on-Arctic-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Ice-Vanishing-within-15years-toward-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf
http://777true.net/Hiding-Arctic-Methane-Risk-Can-Not-Realize-Real-Climate-Salvation.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-Temeperature-Rise-in-Arctic-a-simple-verification.pdf

❹Arctic Cooling Geo-Engineering
⑴Solar heat input intercepting by cloud making machines,
⑵Ice sheet thickening by sea water spreading in very cold winter season,
⑶Intercepting cold Arctic ocean sea water outflow by Nares strait shutting down.
Certainly the engineering scale is outrageous,but not impossible both technology and fund.
Unless those geo-engineering,our future is nothing salvation.It is do or die at all !!

Save the Arctic sea ice while we still can! 2015/03/06
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html
http://777true.net/Hiding-Arctic-Methane-Risk-Can-Not-Realize-Real-Climate-Salvation.pdf
http://777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-by-spreading-sea-water-to-make-cloud-in-order-to-cut-ins
olation.pdf
http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf
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APPENDIX_1:Climate Fixing Technology
http://777true.net/Rapid-Launching-Climate-Engineering-could-Save-the-World.pdf
http://777true.net/Weapons-for-Climate-War-are-Possible-in-Technology_but-not-in-Politics.pdf
http://777true.net/Emergency-Production-for-Climate-Wartime-Weapons.pdf
http://777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf
http://777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf
http://777true.net/E17_Synthesizing-Economics-toward-Global-Climate-War-Time.pdf
http://777true.net/The-Ensemble-Synchronized-Paralyzing.pdf

APPENDIX_2:Covid Settlement without the Vaccine.
In a Time of Universal Deceit -Telling the Truth Is a Revolutionary Act..George Orwell
Now Covid&Ukranie-war had become deadly obstacle against launching climate fixing,
In order to accomplish final settlement,it is All People Testing toward virus eradication.
http://777true.net/Prompt-Wartime-Regime-against-Bio-Weapon.pdf
http://777true.net/All-People-Testing-&-Basic-Income-Are-Decisive-to-Tackle-against-Corona.pd
Now China is struggling with Covid,however they would win it by all people testing policy
which has awfully being neglected in evil,but stupid west nation ally.
https://www.globalresearch.ca/evidence-millions-deaths-serious-adverse-events-resulting-e
xperimental-covid-19-injections/5763676
Now many has become aware the dangerous vaccine.Hereafter something awful event is
anticipated by the many experts.Above all,people must urgently become aware origin of the
evil,which would turn the upside down world.
https://upsidedownworld.org/

APPENDIX_3:The Fake Ukraine War
http://777true.net/The-Cause-of-Covid&the-Ukraine-War-were-Climate-Worsening.pdf
http://777true.net/Now-World-Rulers_German&Jew_Elites-in-the-Despair.pdf
http://777true.net/Biden-Zelensky-Putin-Are-All-Agent-Friends-in-invisible-NWO.pdf
The worst of the Ukrainian war is the United States and Britain
https://tanakanews.com/220429baud.htm
Ukraine was once Khazar kingdom with Judaism(Jew),so their history is very singular.
In 2014,Ukraine pro Russia government was destroyed by operated group by USA&UK-NATO.
Since then,they had insidiously and brutally been provoking Russia toward war at this time.
In authors view,by USA-UK,both Russian and Jew are made as evil role also at this time.
"One less traitor": Zelensky leads campaigns for murder, kidnapping and torture
against political opposition
https://comedonchisciotte.org/un-traditore-in-meno-zelensky-dirige-una-campagna-di-omici
di-rapimenti-e-torture-nei-confronti-dellopposizione-politica/
The brutal outlaw,but cunning performer the President Zelensky is an agent of USA-UK with
notorious Azov Battalion and etc.Ukraine war is a mass of lies,thereby,once global people
had recognized those decisive fact,the situation would dramatically turn to cease the war.
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Very thank you the video makers and the contributors.
Kurzgesagt animation is easy comprehensible in the story with science and technology fact,
Author wish one more trial on the emergent risk on Arctic Methane Catastrophe
with the Geo-engineering salvation.
https://sites.google.com/view/sourcesgeoengineering
Dr Savory talking strongly encouraged also author the rather weakened .
This show was exciting time for recent him !!
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